Mid-Winter Meeting
21st June 2020

On Zoom (hosted by David Moltow)
Minutes of meeting

1. Our President, Glen Hayhurst, opened the meeting at 2:00 pm and welcomed
everyone.
Attendees:

Peter Lawrence
Jim & Marilyn Spinks
Jenny Pearce
Nick Sawyer
Melva Truchanas
David Moltow
Glen Hayhurst

Helen Thyne
Peter Sims
John Wilson
Gail & Alan Walker
Kate Burton
Nic Deka

Apologies:

John & Shirley Harders

Patricia Ellison

2. The minutes of the AGM & General Meeting (distributed previously by email) at
Blandfordia on 5th October 2019 were confirmed.
Moved: Helen Thyne and seconded: Jenny Pearce
Carried
Business arising:
The letter to Shane Gregory of State Growth concerning
keeping the road a narrow alpine road has yet to be written due to a problem with
the receipt of minutes. A letter to PWS concerning the Yakandanda Hut has similarly
been delayed.
3. Cradle Mountain Update presented by Nic Deka, Regional Manager, PWS
FRIENDS OF CRADLE WINTER UPDATE – June 2020
Covid-19 Response
All Parks and Reserves in Tasmania were closed on 26 March in line with Government measures to
discourage the community from undertaking unnecessary travel and social gatherings. Restrictions
are now being eased with access to parks and reserves largely restored on Friday 5th June and the
Cradle Visitor Centre re-opening and the shuttle service recommencing on 15th June. Park staff used
the park closure to undertake numerous small maintenance tasks without the added complexity of
managing visitors.
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PWS has extended the expiry date of all park passes by 3 months in recognition that pass holders
were unable to visit parks and reserves for around this period of time due to the closure.
In respect of the Overland Track, social distancing requirements have resulted in access to the public
huts only being available for emergency purposes. This may be the case until the end of 2020. The
communal nature of the sleeping arrangements in the public huts on the track present particular
difficulties. This means all walkers will be required to use tents. A registration system is in place for
the Overland Track for this winter to ensure walkers don’t exceed the available campsites. The
maximum number being allowed to depart each day on the track is 16.
Bookings for the fee paying season for the OLT will open for walkers on 1 July 2020. The fee for the
Overland Track is essentially a facility fee. With the huts off the menu for general use, it is fair and
reasonable that a reduction in the fee occur. The OLT fee is being reduced by 50% to $100 per
person from 1 October 2020 through until 31 December 2020. The fee reduction may be an
incentive for Tasmanians to book in the absence of interstate and international walkers and make
the Track more accessible to some Tasmanians and families.
We are looking at how we may be able to open up the huts for limited use, but we’ll be driven by the
health advice and there’s no guarantee we’ll be able to come up with an effective method.
The economic impacts of Covid-19 have resulted in stimulus funding packages from both State and
Federal Governments. Cradle so far has attracted $250,000 from the State’s Public Building fund for
high priority maintenance at the ranger station and Waldheim Cabins. Other projects that have been
put forward for funding are Cradle Daywalks maintenance and upgrades and Waldheim amenities.

Cradle Gateway
The first stage of the gateway development, providing a new visitor centre, café, amenities, space
for tour operators, civil works (roads and car parks), landscaping, signage and interpretation is now
complete. The new arrangements have been a long time coming and have been welcome by both
staff and visitors. Cradle staff are to be commended for their hard work and dedication in managing
the transition period during peak season which was very challenging. The new facilities more
effectively present Cradle Mountain as a World Heritage Area and recognise the strong indigenous
connection to the land. The official opening was held on Monday 15th June and whilst it would have
been nice to celebrate with a cast of thousands, the event was low key due to Covid-19 social
distancing restrictions.

Dove Lake Shelter
Construction of the new shelter commenced in May. The contractor is Vos Constructions. The new
shelter will enable visitors to view Dove Lake and Cradle Mountain, and contemplate the values of the
World Heritage area with protection from the weather. The development includes modern amenities
able to meet peak demands and will be fully DDA compliant. The shelter design draws inspiration from
the angular shapes of the surrounding mountains and is designed to sit well within the landscape and
blend in over time as moss and lichens gather on external surfaces. The shelter will achieve a net
environmental benefit by primarily using the developed area of the existing car park. Works are
expected to be complete between May and August 2021 depending on weather. Construction activity
and noise will generally occur Monday to Friday each week leaving most weekends free of this
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intrusion on the visitor experience. During construction there is no private vehicle access to Dove Lake.
Private vehicles will however continue to be able to access Ronny Creek and Waldheim outside shuttle
operating hours.
Cradle Transport Options Study
The Office of the Coordinator General (OCG) has not finalised the detailed business case or the
Options Study. It is unclear when either report will be finalised.

Waterfall Valley Hut
The new Waterfall Valley Hut is now complete funded from the Government’s $3 million
commitment to upgrade huts on the Overland Track. (and it is indeed an irony that it is currently
closed except for emergency use) The overnight site has seen major upgrades over the past two
years. In addition to the new walkers’ hut, there is a new rangers hut (replacing the mouldy
fibreglass apple), new toilets with full capture of all waste and associated track infrastructure. The
focus now shifts to Windermere and the following year Kia Ora.

(Nic’s report was greatly appreciated by attendees as was the discussion that followed.
The typed copy of the report is included in the minutes for the benefit of those unable to
participate.)

4. Cradle Mountain Field Centre Report presented by Kate Burton, Ranger in Charge,

Cradle Mountain Field Centre Report
FoCV Sunday 21st June 2020
Cradle Mountain

Cradle Staffing
•
•
•
•
•

Cradle Field Centre was reduced to a maximum of 2ppl at work during covid lock-down to
maintain essential services only. All staff are now back at work.
Graduate Ranger Rhys Wilson has returned to Cradle Mt after filling a seasonal contract
position as Fire Crew Leader in Launceston.
Garry Parsons has transferred from the Fire Crew in Ulverstone to Cradle Mountain as a
Band 3 Ranger for 6 months.
Building Works Supervisor Dave Whelan is filling the Clerk of Works role for the Cradle
Master Plan for another 12 months to oversee the Dove Lake development.
Two temporary Emergency Field Officers were utilised at Cradle for 2 months over summer
to assist with the Gateway transition and peak visitation. Phil Gillingham was extended a
further 3 months in response to the covid situation.
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Visitor Statistics
•

Overall visitation to Cradle Mt is significantly less in 2020 than previous years due to the
covid pandemic. Initially we experienced some modest growth of ~2% from 2018-19,
however visitor numbers started declining in early March when staged restrictions were
implemented by the government to control the spread of covid in Tasmania. Visitation
ceased completely on March 26 with full closures of all parks and reserves in the state.
Cradle Mountain has just reopened all public facilities and shuttle transport as of Monday
15th June. We are currently experiencing small numbers of Tasmanian residents visiting daily
(50-260ppl) which is likely to continue until travel restrictions are eased and state borders
reopened.

Fire Season
•

Planned burns for asset protection were successfully undertaken at Quailes Hill near the
Ranger Station in autumn whilst the park was closed for covid-19.

Completed Projects (in last 6 months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Implementation of Stage 1 of the Gateway Development – transitioning the Visitor Centre
and all associated infrastructure over summer whilst maintaining functional visitor services.
Provision of car park duty for 6 weeks during peak visitor season to direct traffic & provide
visitor information whilst sections of the carpark were under construction.
Planting an excess 3,000 plants to assist with Gateway landscaping.
Removal of all PWS assets from the VOS construction site at Dove Lake and set up of
temporary visitor facilities and signage for lake access.
Installation of additional 144,000L water tank at Trackies Camp for additional backup
storage given increasing demand.
Reforming and sealing the bitumen pathway between the Ranger Station and Enchanted
Walk to meet W1 track classification standards for disabled access.
Upgrade of the Kynvet Falls Trailhead with replacement of 130m FRP boardwalk.
Replacement of ~210m rotten cordwood with triple plank timber boardwalk and improved
drainage on the Face Track.
Dove Lake Circuit track upgrade between Glacier Rock and the Lake Rodway Track junction
with rock edging and regravelling.
Completion of the new bus stop at the Ranger Station, disabled access to the Interpretation
Centre and resealing the road.
Installation of an additional eight traffic counters to assist with monitoring visitor use of
various day walks.
Heritage conservation works;
o Replacement of rotten door and flooring at Waldheim Chalet with King Billy planks
o Replacement of rear windows at Waldheim Day Hut
o Clearance of leaf litter & vegetation around Stables and Trailside Museum
o Upgrade of kitchen lean-to in Mt Kate to house fridge with replacement of
floorboards, and wall & ceiling cladding.
o Upgrade of walking paths around Waldheim Chalet, Bath House and Stables
o Regravelling the carpark between the Stables, Chalet and Beltana Cabins
Wombat mange monitoring program with TasTafe and Wildcare.
Weed control program over summer to target thistles, ragwort and blackberry.
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•

Assisting DM Roads & DSG to prune the Dove Lake Road to allow clear access for the larger
shuttle buses and construction vehicles.

Upcoming focus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assistance with the Dove Lake Shelter development as required.
Installation of signage and traffic flow markings throughout the new Gateway carpark.
Building renovations to the Ranger Station Offices.
Replacement of the kitchenettes in the Waldheim Cabins to meet public hygiene standards.
Managing the ongoing vandalism at Dove Lake & Crater Lake Boatsheds, and associated
conservation works.
Provision of walker safety signs and snow poles to address specific hazards on day walks.
Walking track maintenance on the Dove Lake Circuit, Horse Track, CM Summit, etc. (funding
dependant)
Working bees with Wildcare Cradle & Tullah, and Savage River Caving Club.
Other major projects are still awaiting funding approval for 2020-21.
Kate also reported that 600 people had visited Cradle on that day!
Kate also reported an ongoing problem with palings being removed from the boat sheds at
Dove and Crater Lakes. They are posibly being removed to gain access to the sheds in times
of high water or being taken as ‘souvenirs’ or both possibilities.

(Kate’s report was greatly appreciated by the meeting. FoCV are also very appreciative of
the regular updates of happenings at Cradle provided by Kate throughout the year by
email.)
5. Tasmanian Walking Company’s proposed Lake Rodway Guided Hut Walk and the
FoCV response.
Copies of the report have previously been distributed by email to all members.
Appreciation was expressed to Glen Hayhurst for chairing the zoom meeting to
discuss this issue and preparing the final submission.
6. TWWHA Tourism Master Plan
The plan was discussed at length and it was decided to prepare a submission. This
had to be done very quickly as submissions closed on the following Thursday, 24th
June. (The submission was duly completed on time due to the excellent work of Glen
Hayhurst and met the deadline. Copies have already been circulated to members by
email.)
7. Correspondence
All correspondence in and out since the past meeting had previously been
distributed by email.
8. The Treasurers report
The treasurer reported a bank balance of $380.12. Payments totalling $165 had been
made since our last meeting in relation to website costs.
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9. The future of the FoCV website
The data limit of the website is approaching capacity. It was considered important to
retain a website particularly in relation to publishing our work, minutes of meetings,
and the Weindorfer Honours List. (Investigations have already identified less
expensive and greater capacity possibilities.)

10. Next Meeting: Saturday, 14th November 2020 at 1:00 pm
Venue: 2nd Floor Meeting Room at the new Visitors Centre at Cradle
Lunch prior to meeting: Suggest the new café
Blandfordia Lodge has now been booked by Helen Thyne for November 13th, 14th
and 15th as per past practice.
11. The meeting closed at 4:15 pm. Glen thanked David Motlow for arranging and
hosting the meeting.

Jim Spinks
Secretary, FoCV

21st June 2020
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